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Microwave Imaging Reflectometry (MIR) 
is a diagnostic technique relying on EM 

wave reflection from plasma cutoffs
Suppose we send an EM wave of a given 
frequency into a 1D plasma.  At cutoff, 
wavenumber goes to zero (wave tends toward 
infinite wavelength) and the incoming wave is 
reflected.  In 1D this is intuitive.

When 2D perturbations of the cutoff layer are 
present, the incoming wave is scattered…

but with careful optical post-processing, we can 
gather it again to recover the 2D features of the 
cutoff layer.

How does this work?

Image courtesy T. Munsat, Progress on the TEXTOR microwave imaging reflectometer, 15th Topical Conference on High Temperature Plasma Diagnostics, San Diego, CA, April 2004.



A “virtual cutoff” point can be determined 
which relates incoming and outgoing waves

Asymptotic behavior of 
incoming and outgoing waves: 
light wave propagation in 
vacuum, 𝜔 = 𝑘𝑐 or %&

'
= 1.

Convergence points define a 
virtual cutoff for vacuum wave 
propagation.

Since the focal point from 
which the waves scatter is 
known, the beam can be 
refocused onto a detector 
with optical hardware.

Altering the wave frequency enables reflection from different cutoff surfaces 
in the plasma.

Quantity of interest – density fluctuations.  MIR enables measurements of 
poloidal and radial density variation/correlation.

Image courtesy T. Munsat, Progress on the TEXTOR microwave imaging reflectometer, 15th Topical Conference on High Temperature Plasma Diagnostics, San Diego, CA, April 2004.



Multiple frequencies and imaging channels 
are used in tokamak MIR diagnostics

http://tempest.das.ucdavis.edu/pdg/MIR/DIIID.html

On DIII-D: 16 wave frequencies, 16 
imaging channels are planned 
(though in much of literature only 
5-9 distinct frequencies are used).

Used in conjunction with electron 
cyclotron emission imaging (ECEI) 
diagnostic, to correlate 
temperature and density fluctuation 
measurements.



Diagnostic gives qualitatively different results 
for coherent or broadband fluctuations

http://tempest.das.ucdavis.edu/pdg/MIR/DIIID.html

Coherent fluctuations Broadband fluctuations

Contours denote linear correlation between density and phase fluctuations.

Can a synthetic MIR diagnostic be built and applied to NIMROD data? 



MIR Application: Jake’s EHO runs in NIMROD

Quiescent H-mode regime – ELM-free 
regime with broadband-MHD 
perturbations in the plasma edge (edge-
harmonic oscillations, or EHOs)

Low toroidal mode numbers (n~1-5), 
strong dependence on plasma rotation 
profile, detailed structure

Discussion of MIR this far: ray tracing 
picture, but we need full wave physics to 
properly synthetic-diagnose the EHO 
data from NIMROD.

Solution: Vorpal (VSim).



VSim can be used to model wave 
propagation through cold plasmas,

treating the plasma as a dielectric medium

Detailed geometry of C-Mod
field-aligned ICRF antenna 
can be imported to VSim

Wave fields from antenna 
can be computed



Complex electromagnetic wave behavior can be 
modeled in VSim

Here, I showed the movie available at

http://nucleus.txcorp.com/~tgjenkins/movies/ICRF_in_CMod.mov



•Preserves vector operations (curl, 
div, etc.)

-E on cell edges
-B on cell faces

•Time-centered - leap-frog time 
staggering puts E at full timesteps, 
B at half timesteps

Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) methods enable 
this detailed modeling of EM wave propagation

K. S. Yee, IEEE Trans. Antennas Propag. 14, 302 (1966).



•Adding current sources enables 
plasma effects to be modeled

•Currents required at grid nodes, 
since

• Must also interpolate electric 
fields to/from grid nodes

See D. N. Smithe, Phys. Plasmas
14, 056104 (2007).

With a bit more work, we can add a linear plasma 
dielectric (including cutoffs, resonances)

𝜕𝐽-
𝜕𝑡 + Ω-×𝐽- = 𝜖3𝜔4-5 𝐸



Geometrically complex boundaries can be modeled 
in FDTD using cut-cell techniques

•Nodes inside metal have
no E field – complicates
edge-to-node and node-to-
edge mappings in cut cells

•Path integrals around 
cut-cell faces use modified
line lengths

•Surface integrals over
cut-cell faces are also
correspondingly modified 

What is the boundary condition on J in the cut cell?
Related to the plasma sheath.

See also S. Dey and R. Mittra, Microwave and 
Guided Wave Letters 7, 273 (1997).



Locally implicit time-advance algorithms permit large 
timesteps, preserve linear dispersion 

Explicit half-Faraday

Explicit half-Faraday

Implicit Ampere, current, sheath 
potential evolution – see D. N. 
Smithe, Phys. Plasmas 14, 
056104 (2007); T. G. Jenkins
and D. N. Smithe, Plasma 
Sources Sci. Technol. 24, 
015020 (2015).

•Still subject to Courant condition, Δt ≤ Δx / c

•Avoids plasma frequency constraint, ωp Δt ≤ 2

•Deals with cutoffs, where ω/k diverges

•Includes plasma sheath effects



For the MIR diagnostic, we don’t need to 
model the antenna geometry

We’ve implemented a peculiar 
boundary condition in VSim, which 
modifies the EM fields on a circular 
section of the boundary to simulate 
the effects of a Gaussian beam 
passing through that portion of the 
boundary.

As the simulation proceeds in time, 
the beam propagates away from the 
boundary and into the computational 
domain.  Beam divergence is low 
since the wavelength is small 
compared to the beam waist (radius 
at boundary).  The beam can be 
oriented at an arbitrary angle relative 
to the wall.



The plasma profiles define a quasistatic plasma
dielectric through which wave propagation can be 

computed

Explicit half-Faraday

Explicit half-Faraday

Implicit Ampere, current, sheath 
potential evolution – see D. N. 
Smithe, Phys. Plasmas 14, 
056104 (2007); T. G. Jenkins
and D. N. Smithe, Plasma 
Sources Sci. Technol. 24, 
015020 (2015).

From NIMROD
magnetic fields

From NIMROD
density profile



Current status – a work in progress

Currently modifying Gaussian-beam boundary condition to work in the most 
general case, i.e. with plasma dielectric instead of only in vacuum (easy)

Need to accurately interpolate NIMROD B and n profiles to rectangular VSim 
mesh (more complicated)

Need to develop optics for refocusing scattered EM fields onto a detector array 
(probably not hard in principle)

Then put all the pieces together and run… 

Will update at APS meeting in November.


